Let / = [0, 1], and let D denote the points of continuity of a function f:I-*R.
Assume it is not. It follows that there is an open neighborhood 5 = (ax, bx) x (cx, dx) of a point (x0, /(x0)) in / x R such that (f\D) (IS = 0. According to the hypothesis, f~ (cx ,dx) is a Gg-set. Since A = (ax, bx)(lf~l(cx, dx) is a G^-set, it is topologically complete [3] . Let lx = {x}xR. For all rational numbers r in (cx, dx), define h(r, cx) -{x e A: fv\lx meets both / x {r} and / x {c,}} and h(r, dx) -{x e A: fC\lx meets both / x {r} and / x {dx}}. Each of the sets h(r, cx) and h(r, dx) is closed in A , and each x in A belongs, for some value of r, to either h(r, cx) or h(r, dx). According to the Baire Category Theorem, there is a rational number rQ for which either h(r0, cx) or h(rQ, dx)-say h(rQ, dx)-is somewhere dense in A . Then there is a subinterval (a2, b2) of (ax, bx) such that h(rQ, dx) contains the nonempty set B = A n (a2, b2).
For all rational numbers r < s in [r0, dx], define H(n, r, s) = {x e B : some component of lx~Gn meets both Ix{r} and 7x{i}}. As in [2] , it can be shown that H(n, r, s) is closed in B , and each point x of B belongs to some H(n , r, s). Then some H(nx, r{, sx) is somewhere dense in B and therefore contains a nonempty set C = B n (a3, bf), where (a3, b3) is a subinterval of (a2, b2). Consequently, / misses the set C x (rx, sx). However, for each x e C, ff\lx meets / x {rQ} and I x {dx}, and so /n lx meets I x {rx} and lx {sx}. This implies every point of {x} x (r,, sx) is a limit point of f\C whenever x e C. Then / meets C x(rx, sx), a contradiction. Therefore f\D is dense in / after all.
Since / is a Darboux function, the graph of / is bilaterally dense in itself. It was shown above that the graph of f\D is dense in the graph of /. Moreover, the graph of f\D is c-dense in itself because D is c-dense in itself. It now follows that the graph of f\D is bilaterally c-dense in the graph of /.
